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Abstract

In a restaurant recommender system the main focus is on the user rating or perhaps the customer satisfaction that is significant of all. The contextual features are closely studied which aids as the precipitate for the study. In order to identify relevant contextual information for the study, only those cardinal features that are significant for the decision criteria are considered. Subsequently these features which are identified are used for the analysis. However, insignificant features may not scale up well for the study. This reduces dimensionality issues. Previously this kind of an approach using contextual feature has been utilized for various studies in restaurant recommender system. This is of prime importance in order to build the relevant contextual user profile. The customer rating or the level of satisfaction stated by the customer is used to study the perception of the restaurant by the customer. Also to extract those customers who visit a particular restaurant moderately than in comparison with those who visits very often or visits less than moderate. These customers are extracted to be focused upon for increase of sale by sending them text messages or emails regarding the offers and other discounts which is more economical rather than sending those offers to every customer visiting
the restaurant.
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